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ABSTRACT: The present work established a 7-yr climatology of the initiation, decay, and morphology of severe convective storms (SCSs) during the warm seasons (May–September) of 2011–18 (except 2014) over North China. This was achieved by using severe weather reports, precipitation observations, and composite Doppler radar reflectivity data. A total of 371 SCSs were identified. SCSs primarily initiated around noon with the highest frequency over the high terrain of Mount Taihang, and they mostly decayed over the plains at night. The storm morphologies were classified into three types of cellular storms (individual cells, clusters of cells, and broken lines), six types of linear systems (convective lines with no stratiform, with trailing stratiform, leading stratiform, parallel stratiform, embedded lines, and bow echoes), and nonlinear systems. Three types of severe convective weather, namely, short-duration heavy rainfall, hail, and thunderstorm high winds, were associated with these morphologies. A total of 1429 morphology samples from the 371 SCSs were found to be responsible for 15,966 severe convective weather reports. Nonlinear systems were the most frequent morphology, followed by cellular systems. Convective lines with trailing stratiform were the most frequent linear morphology. Linear (nonlinear) systems produced the most short-duration heavy rainfall (hail and thunderstorm high wind) reports. Bow echoes were most efficient in producing both short-duration heavy rainfall and thunderstorm high wind reports whereas broken lines had the highest efficiency for hail production. The results in the present study are helpful for local forecasters to better anticipate the storm types and associated hazardous weather.
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1. Introduction

Severe convective weather (SCW), such as short-duration heavy rainfall (SDHR), thunderstorm high winds (THWs), and hail, occurs frequently over North China (J. Chen et al. 2013a; Yang et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018) and poses a great threat to life and property in this region. Accurate forecasting of severe convective storms (SCSs) over North China is particularly challenging, as storm initiation and evolution over this region are influenced greatly by the complex underlying surfaces, which include the Bohai Sea, Yanshan Mountains, and Taihang Mountains, and megacity Beijing (Sun et al. 2006; Sun and Yang 2008; Chen et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012; Zhang and Cui 2012; Xiao et al. 2013, 2015; Li et al. 2017). Improved forecasting requires better understanding of the initiation and organization of SCSs, as well as the frequency of various storm morphologies and their relations with different types of SCW.

Convection initiation statistics over complex terrain have been extensively studied worldwide (Kuo and Orville 1973; Karr and Wooten 1976; Purdom 1976; Banta and Schaaf 1987; Schaaf et al. 1988; Banta 1990; Kovacs and Kirshbaum 2016). Over North China, greater emphasis has been put on convection initiation mechanisms through case studies (e.g., Fan et al. 2009; M. X. Chen et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017; Qin and Chen 2017; Xia and Zhang 2019; Hua et al. 2020), and the climatology of convection initiation is less studied. One climatology study (Chen et al. 2012), for example, showed that convective storms frequently initiated over the mountainous plains of northeastern China in the afternoons as a result of solar heating while convection tended to initiate over the northeastern plains at night. However, previous climatological studies rarely focused solely on convection that eventually produced SCW in this region.

Classification of storm morphology is important because different morphologies are reflective of different dynamics dominating the storm and tend to produce different types of SCW. Bluestein and Jain (1985) developed a taxonomy for severe squall lines occurring in Oklahoma, which comprised broken line, back building, broken areal, and embedded areal. Parker and Johnson (2000) identified three morphologies for linear convective systems: convective lines with trailing (TS), leading (LS), and parallel stratiform (PS) precipitation. Two patterns of organization (i.e., training-line-adjoining stratiform and back-building) for extreme-rain-producing mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) were further proposed by...
et al. (2013, hereafter Z13) performed a comprehensive study mode, and dissipated in a reversed broken-line mode. Zheng their results indicated that squall lines commonlyional mode, and dissipation mode of squall lines over east China. They found that cellular structures the primary hail producers while tornadoes developed mainly from cellular and linear structures. Over the coastal zone of the northeastern United States, THWs and hail were produced primarily by cellular and linear storms, while tornadoes were equally likely from cellular, nonlinear and linear structures.

Similar studies have also been carried out in China, though the focus was mainly over central east China. For example, Meng et al. (2013) examined the formation mode, organizational mode, and dissipation mode of squall lines over east China. Their results indicated that squall lines commonly formed in a broken-line mode, displayed a trailing-stratiform mode, and dissipated in a reversed broken-line mode. Zheng et al. (2013, hereafter Z13) performed a comprehensive study of the organizational modes of MCSs and associated SCW over central east China. They found that bow echoes (BEs) generated the most SCW reports on average while most TS systems were attendant with SDHR and THWs. Embedded line (EL) and PS systems were most frequently associated with extreme SDHR. Wang et al. (2014) classified the organizational modes of MCSs during the mei-yu season over the Yangtze River basin into nonlinear and eight linear types. It is demonstrated that linear-mode MCSs tended to develop in the vicinity of the Yangtze River, especially over low-lying areas and river valleys. Six of the linear modes had been identified in previous studies, but two modes (embedded line and long line MCSs) were identified for the first time in their study. By contrast, research on the storm morphology classification and associated SCW over North China have received much less attention. Yang and Sun (2018) examined the storm morphologies responsible for THWs over North China. They found that THWs on the mountains and plains were caused primarily by clusters of cells and linear systems, respectively.

Owing to the differences in synoptic weather pattern and underlying surface conditions, the convective storm characteristics vary greatly from region to region (Liang et al. 2012; J. Chen et al. 2013b; Yang et al. 2019; Meng et al. 2021). Therefore, investigation of local storm statistics is necessary. However, a climatology that details the spatiotemporal distribution of the initiation and decay of SCSs over North China is lacking. In addition, little is known in this region regarding the characteristics of storm morphology and associated SCW. Therefore, the present study attempts to address the following questions: What are the general characteristics (e.g., initiation, decay, and lifetime) of SCSs over North China? What is the occurrence frequency of various storm morphologies and their relations with different types of SCW? And how do the statistics over North China compare to those in other regions of the world? The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces data and methodology. Section 3 presents statistical results, including spatiotemporal distribution of the initiation and decay of SCs, and classification of storm morphology and their relations with SC of different types and severities. Section 4 outlines the conclusions of this study.

2. Data and methodology
   a. Data source

In this study, the North China region was defined as the region covering 35°–45°N, 110°–125°E (Fig. 1). The mosaics of composite Doppler radar reflectivity with 0.01° × 0.01° and 6–10-min resolution, 3-hourly severe weather reports (SWRs), and hourly precipitation observations during the warm seasons (May–September) of 2011–18 (except for 2014) over North China were used. Year 2014 was excluded because radar data availability was notably lower in this year (81%) compared with other years (>93%). According to the National Meteorological Center, China Meteorological Administration (CMA), SCW refers to SDHR with hourly precipitation ≥ 20 mm h⁻¹, THWs with wind speeds ≥ Beaufort scale 8 (or 17.2 m s⁻¹), hail with diameters ≥ 5 mm, and any tornado (Zheng et al. 2015). Tornadoes were not considered in this study due to their relatively infrequent occurrence over North China (Fan and Yu 2015).

The THW and hail events were obtained from the SWRs dataset. The SWRs had a time interval of 3 h, namely, there were eight files per day. In each file, all severe weather events that occurred in the 3-h period were recorded with station ID, location (longitude and latitude), time (hour and minute), weather phenomena and other information. For example, a SWR file at 0200 Beijing Standard Time (BST; BST = UTC + 8 h) recorded all severe weather that occurred from 0000 to 0259 BST. Severe weather including thunder, high winds, hail, tornadoes,
snow, glaze, and those that caused obstruction to visibility such as floating dust, sand storms, fog, and haze, were recorded if they met the criteria of CMA. The wind speed and direction were provided for a high wind report, and the maximum hail diameter was provided for a hail report.

During our study period, the SWRs were available at 97% of the time (i.e., 97% of the study period had a SWR file), recording a total of 633 stations over North China which had at least one occurrence of the aforementioned severe weather. The high wind reports in the SWRs included not only convectively generated ones, but also a variety of nonconvective winds such as those related with cold air and those caused by topography. Since we were interested only in those caused by deep moist convection, the method described in Yang et al. (2017) was employed to select THWs from all high wind reports using cloud-to-ground lightning data. According to the CMA, a new report is required if the magnitude of the wind speed is reinforced or a mistake is found in a previous report. Therefore, there might be multiple reports within one SWR file for the same wind event. When this was the case, the latest report was retained and the previous one(s) were removed. This was also implemented for hail reports. After all these filters were applied, a total of 457 (72.2% of the 633 stations) and 348 (55.0% of the 633 stations) stations in the SWR dataset over North China were retained, which had at least one occurrence of THWs and hail, respectively, during our study period and domain (Fig. 2a).

The SDHR reports were obtained from surface precipitation observations. The data had a time interval of 1 h and were available at 99.7% of the time during the study period. Owing to the continual construction of surface weather stations, there was a general increase in the number of precipitation stations during the study period. This could be problematic for the identification of SCSs because the assessment of storm severity was based on the number of surface stations recording SCW reports (see the definition of SCSs in section 2b). Therefore, we used the same 7042 precipitation stations in 2011 over North China for relevant analyses (Fig. 2b). It should be noted that underreporting of SCW existed because these observations were based on point measurements, and those that did not occur at the observation stations were not reported. Also, the observations were unavoidably influenced by the spatial inhomogeneity of the station distribution. These problems are also present in the National Climatic Data Center’s Storm Events Database, as have been noticed by a number of studies (Weiss and Bluestein 2002; G08; Duda and Gallus 2010; Smith et al. 2012). In addition, composite radar reflectivity data from 32 Doppler radars in North China were used to examine storm initiation, organization and decay. The radar data had a nominal availability of 96.4% during the study period, and was available every 10 (6) min before (after) 1440 BST, 14 Jun 2016 at approximately 0.01° × 0.01° grid spacing.

After the three types of SCW were obtained, they were each divided into two severity groups to explore the distribution of storm morphologies among SCW with different severities. SDHR reports were divided into ordinary SDHR (20 mm h⁻¹) and significant SDHR (hourly rainfall ≥ 50 mm h⁻¹) reports. Hail reports were divided into small hail (hail diameter ≤ 10 mm) and large hail (hail diameter ≥ 10 mm) reports. THW reports were divided into ordinary THW (17.2 m s⁻¹) and significant THW (wind speed ≥ 24 m s⁻¹) reports. The thresholds used herein were the same as those in Z13.

b. Definitions of SCSs, convection initiation, and decay

The following criteria must be met to be identified as a SCS:

1) The storm had to persist for at least 1 h in radar images;
2) The storm had to attain a peak radar echo of at least 35 dBZ;
3) The area of echoes above 10 dBZ had to be greater than 6 km × 6 km;
4) The storm had to cause SCW reports (including SDHR, THWs, and hail) at a minimum of five stations during its lifetime.
The first three criteria were basically the same as those in G08 and LC11. The last criterion was used to assure the severity of convective storms. Using the above criteria, SCSs were selected for our study period by examining radar images and the occurrences of three types of SCW. As we intended to document the initiation and decay of SCSs, those that initiated elsewhere and moved into North China and those that initiated beyond the radar detection range were not considered. This led to an exclusion of 336 SCSs during the 7-yr period. When a SCS moved out of North China, tracking was continued using observations from radar stations outside of North China to confirm its decay, and the SCW reports outside of North China region were included in the dataset. If a SCS decayed outside of radar detection range, it was eliminated. A total of 60 SCSs were eliminated on this account. Besides, a total of 367 SCSs were discarded due to missing radar data. Nevertheless, an examination of the spatial distribution and diurnal variation of the initiation of SCSs with radar data. Nevertheless, an examination of the spatial distribution and diurnal variation of the initiation and decay of SCSs with radar data. Nevertheless, an examination of the spatial distribution and diurnal variation of the initiation of SCSs with radar data. Nevertheless, an examination of the spatial distribution and diurnal variation of the initiation of SCSs with radar data.

c. Classification of storm morphologies

The classification scheme used in the present study was basically the same as that in G08, except with an addition of the EL type. EL systems were added because we found they were relatively common in the study area. Specifically, the storm morphologies were classified into three major types, namely, cellular, linear, and nonlinear. The cellular storms were subdivided into individual cells (ICs), clusters of cells (CCs), and broken lines (BLs). ICs were storms without weaker radar echoes (10 < radar echoes < 40 dBZ, i.e., above the radar noise level and below the reflectivity threshold for convective echoes) connecting the cells. CCs were storm cells connected by weaker radar echoes. BLs were individual cells arranged in a linear fashion without the convective echoes being connected. Linear systems were those in which the convective echoes were connected and organized in a linear fashion of at least 75 km in length and a length-to-width ratio of at least 3:1, with these features lasting for at least 30 min. The criteria for linear systems generally agree with those in previous studies (Klimowski et al. 2003; G08; Schoen and Ashley 2011; Z13; Yang et al. 2019). The linear systems included six subtypes: convective lines with no stratiform (NSs), TSs, LSs, PSs, ELs, and BEs. BEs were those with convective echoes appearing as crescent- or bow-shaped. This shape was quantitatively defined by the ratio of its arc length to the straight-line distance between the two endpoints of the convective echoes being at least 1.2:1 (Z13). In addition, the bowing echo was required to exhibit an increasing radius with time or a persistent arc to differentiate it from a coincident arc-like structure (Klimowski et al. 2003; Schoen and Ashley 2011). BEs were not required to have a stratiform precipitation region. If a linear system was not classified as a BE, it was then deemed as one of the five remaining subtypes. The discrimination among these five linear subtypes was based on the presence and arrangement of stratiform and convective precipitation using the criteria same as those in Parker and Johnson (2000) and Z13. Finally, NLs were those with convective echoes organized in a connected but nonlinear fashion. Examples illustrating the classified 10 morphologies from real cases are given in Fig. 3. Additionally, if a morphology was not able to be identified owing to poor-quality radar data, it was marked as null.

The morphology classification was performed after the selection of SCSs and determination of convection initiation and decay. For each identified SCS, radar images during its lifetime were examined chronologically to identify and classify storm morphologies that were associated with SCW reports (i.e., we focused only on storm morphologies that caused SCW reports rather than all morphologies appearing during the lifetime of the SCS). To do this, we started with the first SCW report and associated it with the appropriate radar morphology, and repeated this for every other report during the lifetime of the SCS. Some studies classified the storms based on the dominant storm morphology (e.g., Parker and Johnson 2000), while others assigned the SCW to the storm type that immediately caused it (e.g., Klimowski et al. 2003; Schoen and Ashley 2011; Smith et al. 2012; Z13). The latter was used in the present study. We are aware, however, that such an assignment has the risk of designating a SCW to a transient morphology that is not truly responsible. Therefore, it was required that a morphology persist for at least 30 min to be included in the dataset, as has done in Lombardo and Colle (2010). A minimum duration of 30 min should be long enough to prevent assigning a SCW report to a transient morphology, while being small enough to prevent assigning the SCW report to a wrong morphology. If the 30-min criterion was not met, the SCW was assigned to the last qualified morphology.
3. Results

a. Initiation, decay, and lifetime of the SCSs

A total of 371 SCSs were identified during the 7-yr period over North China, with the most occurring in July (116 cases) and the second most in August (111 cases). This was consistent with the longstanding perception that the convection and precipitation over North China occur primarily in these two months (Tao 1980). Figure 4 shows the geographical distribution of the occurrence frequency of convection initiation and decay. Convection initiation was observed in most of the study area with favored locations. For example, the maximum frequency was located over the high terrain of Mount Taihang (37°8’–38°8’N, 113°8’–114°8’E, the names of mountains and cities/provinces are given in Fig. 1) with 17 convection initiation events in one grid box. The second and third highest frequencies appeared near Mount Tai (36°–37°N, 117°–118°E) and Mount Taiyue (36°–37°N, 112°–113°E) with 14 and 12 convection initiation events per grid box, respectively. Other geographical hotspots included Mount Yunzhong (38°8’–39°8’N, 112°–113°E), the foothill of Mount Taihang nearing the middle-west border of Hebei province (38°–39°N, 112°–113°E), southern Beijing (39°–40°N, 116°–117°E), and the boundaries between Hebei and Shandong provinces (37°–38°N, 116°–117°E). The finding that convection initiation was favored in mountainous areas was also documented in previous studies (e.g., Aoshima et al. 2008; Weckwerth et al. 2011). SCSs tended to decay at the following preferred locations: northeastern Hebei (around 40°N, 119°E), the midst of Shandong province (around 37°N, 119°E), and northern Henan (around 36°N, 114°E).

![Figure 3](image-url)  
**FIG. 3.** Composite radar reflectivity images illustrating the 10 storm morphologies classified in the present study: (a) IC at 1250 BST 10 Jun 2016, (b) CC at 1406 BST 12 Jun 2017, (c) BL at 2250 BST 15 Aug 2013, (d) NL at 2030 BST 21 Jul 2015, (e) NS at 1718 BST 13 Aug 2018, (f) TS at 2006 BST 13 Jul 2017, (g) PS at 2248 BST 11 Aug 2017, (h) LS at 0400 BST 28 Jul 2013, (i) EL at 2042 BST 13 Jul 2017, and (j) BE at 2210 BST 12 Sep 2013.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
**FIG. 4.** Geographical distribution of the occurrence frequency of (a) initiation and (b) decay of the identified 371 SCSs in 1° × 1° grid squares. The frequency is shown by the number in each grid with higher frequency indicated by darker blue shading. Gray shading represents topography. The dashed rectangle marks the region used for convection initiation identification (i.e., North China).
Convection initiation showed a stronger tendency to cluster in space than convection decay (the maximum frequency in a grid box was 17 for initiation and 9 for decay).

The diurnal variation of convection initiation and decay is given in Fig. 5a. The majority (58.5%) of convection initiation occurred during 1000–1500 BST with a peak at 1200–1300 BST and a close secondary peak at 1100–1200 BST. This indicated that convection over this region was primarily a result of the diurnal variation of solar heating. However, closer inspection of Fig. 6a suggested that, while most SCSs initiated around noon over the study area, a number of SCSs over the plains of Hebei Province and Beijing initiated during the early evening to early morning (i.e., 1800–0600 BST of the next day). This was consistent with the results of previous studies (He and Zhang 2010; Chen et al. 2012; Bao and Zhang 2013), which suggested that storms occurred primarily at night over the North China plains due to favorable nocturnal initiation and intensification mechanisms such as mountain-plains solenoid circulation and nocturnal low-level jet. Most SCSs decayed at night (Figs. 5a and 6b) with a peak at 2100–2200 BST. More than half (58.5%) of the SCSs had a lifetime of 7–13 h, with the peak being 7–8 h (Fig. 5b). The average lifetime of the SCSs was 11.4 h, which was shorter than that of the MCSs over central East China (14 h, Z13). This could be partly due to the different criteria for convection initiation and decay in two studies. The minimum and maximum lifetime of the SCSs were 3.3 h and 31.2 h, respectively.

b. Storm morphologies and associated SCW

A total of 1429 SCW-producing morphologies were identified from the 371 SCSs. The percentage distribution of the 11 morphologies is given in Fig. 7a. Of the three major morphologies (i.e., cellular, nonlinear and linear), nonlinear was most common, making up more than one-third (37.8%) of all morphologies. Cellular was the next most common type, composing slightly less than one-third (30.6%) of all morphology samples. Linear systems made up 26.3% of the morphologies. The remaining 5.3% were null type. CCs dominated the cellular type with a proportion of 80.8%. Among linear systems, TSs were most prevalent with a proportion of 27.4%, followed closely by NSs (26.6%), while the remaining were composed of PSs (17.8%), ELs (14.6%), BEs (9.0%), and LSs (4.5%). One commonality of the morphology percentage distribution between North China and central east China (Z13) was that there was no dominant linear morphology over both regions. However, EL systems made up a much smaller proportion in linear systems over North China (14.6%) than over central east China (22.7%). The morphology distribution differed from that of G08 and Lombardo and Colle (2010) in that the proportion of cellular storms was lower in the present study. The discrepancy could be partly attributed to the different study objects in these studies. G08 and Lombardo and Colle (2010) examined the morphologies of all convective storms, whereas the present study focused on the SCW-producing morphologies of SCSs. Though the restrictions for convective storms (i.e., criteria 1–3 in the definition of SCSs in section 2b) were largely the same for these studies, a requirement of at least five stations recording SCW reports was used in the present study. Therefore, convective storms with lower productivity of SCW (e.g., isolated cells or loosely organized cellular storms) were filtered out in our selection of SCSs. Also, only SCW-producing morphologies (rather than all morphologies) were identified and classified in this study, while all convective elements were included in G08 and Lombardo and Colle (2010). Since cellular morphologies were generally less likely to be associated with SCW (G08), they made up a less proportion in our morphology sample.

A total of 15 966 SCW reports (including 15 355 SDHR, 172 hail, and 439 THWs) were identified as being associated with the 1429 morphology samples. Figure 7b shows the percentage distribution of SCW reports (the sum of SDHR, hail, and THWs) among the 11 morphologies. Of the three major morphologies, linear systems produced the most SCW reports (44.4%), though they occurred least frequently (26.3%). Conversely, cellular storms composed 30.6% of the morphology sample, but they only contributed to 10.7% of the SCW reports. Nonlinear systems contributed to 41.5% of the SCW reports. Of the 10 specific morphologies (i.e., all morphologies except for null), NL systems were associated with the greatest number of reports, followed by TS, PS, CC, NS, and BE systems. No other morphology made a contribution of greater than 5%. Note that NS systems had a very close occurrence frequency to TS systems (Fig. 7a), but they produced only approximately half of the SCW reports as TS systems. This indicated the TS systems were almost twice as efficient as NS systems in producing SCW. The above percentage distribution appeared to vary greatly from those of LC11 (their Fig. 2) and G08 (their Fig. 8a). This could be attributed to the different SCW reports under investigation. The SCW reports in G08 and LC11 included hail, wind, and tornadoes. It is documented in LC11 that wind, hail, and tornado reports made up 67.6%, 31.8%, and 0.6%, respectively, of the dataset. By contrast, the SCW reports in this study comprised an overwhelming portion (96.2%) of SDHR reports and a small portion (3.8%) of hail and THW
reports. Since cellular storms were abundant producers of hail and THWs (LC11), these systems made up a larger proportion in G08 and LC11. In addition, the distribution of flooding events among different morphologies was also examined in G08 (their Fig. 8b). Though the occurrence of flooding was associated with not only the rainfall intensity but also the duration of the rainfall, among other factors (Doswell et al. 1996), similarities were observed between their Fig. 8b and Fig. 11 in this study. For example, NL systems were the leading producers of flooding/SDHR, followed by TS systems.

The monthly variation of the number of 11 morphologies is shown in Fig. 8. The total number of all morphologies reached its peak in July, followed by August, June, September, and May, which was in accordance with the monthly variation of SCSs number. Both cellular and linear storms showed a peak in July, whereas nonlinear systems reached a peak in August. For each of the 10 morphologies, ICs, CCs, ELs, and BEs peaked in July, while NLs, TSs, PSs, and LSs peaked in August. NSs were equally frequent in July and August. This was different from the results over central east China (Z13), which indicated that nonlinear systems and five types of linear systems (NSs, TSs, LSs, PSs, and ELs) peaked in July whereas BE systems peaked in June. Compared with the results over the United States (G08; Lombardo and Colle 2010), the peak months of these morphologies showed greater uniformity over China.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of three types of SCW reports as functions of storm morphology and month. SDHR occurred primarily in July and August with a peak in July, hail occurred primarily in June, and THWs occurred primarily in June and July with a peak in June. This corresponded
well with the prevalent recognition of SCW occurrences over North China (J. Chen et al. 2013a; Yang et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018). For SDHR, IC, CC, NL, TS, and EL systems produced the greatest number of reports in July, whereas BL and BE systems produced the most reports in June. NSs and PSs were associated with the most SDHR reports in August. Hail, among the three types of SCW, showed the greatest consistency among different morphologies regarding the peak month of reports: despite that BLs and ELs produced the most hail reports in May and August, respectively, the majority of the morphologies were associated with the greatest number of hail reports in June. As a matter of fact, most of the morphologies that had a June peak were associated with about twice as many hail reports in June as in the next most active month, which indicated that June dominated the hail production over the five warm season months. In addition, none of the 10 morphologies had a peak occurrence frequency in June (Fig. 8), which further implied that morphologies except for BLs and ELs were much more efficient in producing hail in June compared with other months. For THWs, CCs, NLs, and TSs caused the greatest number of reports in June, while ELs and BEs showed the most reports in August. The total number of THW reports by five linear subtypes (NSs, TSs, PSs, LSs, and ELs) showed a peak in June. This was in agreement with the results of Yang and Sun (2018), which indicated that THWs-producing linear convective systems showed a preferential development in June.

The distribution of each type of SCW reports as a function of storm morphology is also examined (Fig. 10). Linear systems produced the most SDHR reports (6877, 44.8% of all SDHR reports), followed closely by nonlinear systems (6368, 41.5% of all SDHR reports). Cellular storms produced significantly fewer SDHR reports (1573, 10.2% of all SDHR reports) in comparison. Among the 10 specific morphologies, NL systems dominated the SDHR production, followed by TS and PS systems. CCs were also relatively abundant producers of SDHR reports, mainly owing to their frequent occurrence (Fig. 7a). Two types of cellular storms (ICs and BLs) made the least contribution to SDHR reports among 10 morphologies. Cellular and nonlinear storms produced comparable hail reports (65 and 69, respectively), which was slightly more than twice of the reports produced by linear systems (31). Of the 10 morphologies, NLs and CCs produced distinctly more hail reports than the remaining morphologies. Another cellular type, BLs, were also relatively effective in producing hail. Nonlinear systems produced the most THW reports (185, 42.1% of all THW reports), followed closely by linear systems (176, 40.1% of all THW reports). Cellular storms were responsible for 16.6% of the THW reports. Among linear morphologies, TSs, BEs, and ELs produced significantly more THW reports than the remaining morphologies (i.e., NSs, PSs, and LSs). PS and LS systems also produced the fewest THW events in LC11. LSs, among all linear systems, were associated with the fewest number of SDHR, hail, and THW reports. This was also observed in LC11. A notable difference between the results of the present study and those of LC11 was that NS systems...
produced far fewer hail and THW reports over North China than over the northeast United States. This inconsistency may be explored in future studies.

The three types of SCW were further stratified based on severity to investigate their relations with storm morphologies (Figs. 11 and 12). The distribution of three types of SCW with weaker intensity (i.e., ordinary SDHR, small hail, and ordinary THWs) was largely the same with that of all SCW reports. However, differences arose when considering SCW with stronger intensity (i.e., significant SDHR, large hail, and significant THWs). The significant SDHR reports produced by PSs outnumbered those by TSs, making PSs the most prolific linear systems of significant SDHR. Among the linear systems, ELs produced the greatest number of large hail. Despite that BLs produced less than one-third of the ordinary THW reports compared with CCs, they were associated with more significant THW reports than CCs.

Since the total number of SCW reports associated with a morphology was influenced by the occurrence frequency of that morphology, the former was divided by the latter to arrive at the number of reports per morphology. The results are shown in Fig. 13. For SDHR, linear systems were the most efficient producers with an average number of 18.29 reports per morphology. Nonlinear and cellular storms came in second and third places, respectively. Among the 10 specific morphologies, BEs produced evidently more SDHR reports per morphology than other systems. PS systems had the second greatest number of SDHR reports per morphology, followed closely by TS systems. NL systems had lower efficiency than all linear morphologies except NSs. The three types of cellular storms had remarkably lower efficiencies at producing SDHR compared with other morphologies. For hail, cellular storms had the highest efficiency, which corresponded well with the results over the United States (G08; LC11). Among the 10 specific morphologies, BLs produced the greatest number of hail reports per morphology. Over the central United States, it was
also found that hail of all sizes was fairly frequent for BL systems (G08). Among the six linear morphologies, ELs had the highest efficiency for hail production, followed by BEs and TSs. The high average number of ICs was likely a result of the small sample size of this morphology, and the number is likely to reduce if a larger sample size is available. A similar problem has been documented in Snook and Gallus (2004).

For THWs, linear systems produced the greatest number of reports per morphology, followed by nonlinear and cellular storms. Of the 10 morphologies, BEs were associated with a remarkably higher number of THW reports per morphology than any other morphology. TS systems were associated with the second highest number of THW reports per morphology. This is not surprising since TS systems often have rear-inflow that can cause damaging winds upon reaching the surface (Smull and Houze 1987). BEs and TSs were also the top two active morphologies for THWs over the central United States (G08). Over the Northeast United States, it was found that TS (BE) systems were associated with the most (second most) wind reports per event (LC11). Among the three cellular types, BLs were associated with nearly twice as many THW reports per morphology as CCs. The finding that BL systems produced nearly twice as many of both hail and THW reports per morphology as CCs indicated that cells organized in a linear fashion were more prone to generate hail and THWs than disorganized cells. NSs were the least efficient linear morphology for SDHR, hail, and THW reports, which was in line with the result over the central United States (G08) but different from that over the Northeast United States (LC11).

The average number of SCW reports with different severities by per morphology was also examined (Figs. 14 and 15). The distribution of ordinary THW reports was basically the same as that of all THW reports. This was also true for SDHR, except that TSs had a slightly higher number of ordinary SDHR reports per morphology than PSs. The distribution of small hail reports showed differences from that of all hail reports. For significant SDHR, the three types of cellular storms produced much fewer reports per morphology compared with nonlinear and linear systems. All linear systems had higher numbers of reports per morphology than nonlinear systems. PS systems, though produced approximately only 74% of ordinary SDHR reports per morphology as BE systems (Fig. 14a), were responsible for approximately 1.8 times as many significant SDHR reports per morphology as BE systems. It was also concluded in Z13 that, PS systems were apt to produce intense rainfall, especially extreme rainfall events, owing to the abundant moisture in the environment associated with these systems. Over the United States, PS systems were found to be substantial flash flood producers since they entailed both the along-line movement of hydrometeors and back-building of convective cells (G08; Schumacher and Johnson 2005; Parker 2007a,b). BE and TS systems were the second and third most efficient morphologies for significant SDHR, respectively.

BEs had the greatest number of large hail reports per morphology. Over the central United States, it was found that BE systems had the highest frequency per case for hail reports of less than 1-in. diameter (G08) (1 in. = 2.54 cm). According to a recent study of a 36-yr hail climatology over China (Li et al. 2018), only 5.5% (10.5%) of the hail records had diameters ≥ 20 mm in the mountains (plains) of North China. It was thus deduced that the majority of large hail reports (i.e., diameter ≥ 10 mm) in the present study fell into the 1-in. diameter category of G08. Therefore, the results in the present
study agree well with that of G08. BLs were the next most efficient producers of large hail. No large hail reports were associated with PS systems. Z13 also observed that none of the hail reports were associated with PS systems over central east China. However, over the central United States, it was found that PS systems had the greatest number of reports per case for hail with ≥ 2-in. diameter (G08). The sharp differences in hail threat by PS systems between China and the United States may be attributable to the environmental condition (e.g., moisture and vertical wind shear) differences in two regions. For example, Z13 found that, the environment of PS systems featured abundant moisture with precipitable water of 62.8 mm, which was the second largest among the six linear types of systems classified in their study, while over the central United States PS systems arose in environment with a minimum precipitable water among TS, PS, and LS systems (Parker and Johnson 2000). In addition, studies (e.g., Parker and Johnson 2000; Parker 2007a,b) have shown that, PS systems occurred in environments with significant deep-layer wind shear and clockwise-turning hodographs, similar to those of supercells. This helps to understand why PS systems have the greatest number of larger hail reports per morphology over the United States. These results suggest that the mechanisms for the development of PS systems over China and the United States are different, and further studies are needed to explore the differences. For significant THWs, nonlinear systems showed higher number of reports per morphology than linear systems. Of the 10 classified morphologies, the greatest numbers of reports per morphology were present for BE and TS systems. BL systems were also relatively efficient producers of significant THWs.

We further explored the correspondence between storm morphologies and the following seven types of severe weather: only SDHR; only hail; only THWs; SDHR and hail; SDHR and THWs; hail and THWs; and SDHR, hail, and THWs (Fig. 16). The percentage distribution of IC and LS systems were not discussed because of their limited sample sizes. It was readily seen that SDHR-only weather was the most common type for all morphologies. This was especially true for two linear systems (NSs and PSs), for whom the percentages reached over 90% among seven weather types. The lowest percentage of SDHR-only weather was observed for BLs, a consequence of higher percentages of other weather types associated with these systems. Cellular storms, especially BLs, had higher percentages of hail-only as well as THWs-only weather than other systems. PS and BE systems were not associated with hail-only and THWs-only weather in this study, which indicated that hail or THWs by these systems was always accompanied by SDHR. TS systems were not associated with hail-only weather. The highest percentage of SDHR-and-hail weather was observed for BL systems, followed by BE, NL,
and CC systems. Higher percentages of severe weather featured both SDHR and THWs were evident for three linear systems, namely, BEs, ELs, and TSs. Severe weather with both hail and THWs rarely occurred over North China with only sporadic appearances in CC, BL, NS, and PS systems. The highest percentage of severe convective weather that featured the concurrence of SDHR, hail, and THWs was observed in BE systems, followed closely by EL systems.

4. Conclusions

Using SWRs, precipitation observations, and composite Doppler radar reflectivity data, this work established a 7-yr climatology of the initiation and decay, as well as the morphologies and associated SCW of SCSs during the warm climatology of the initiation and decay, as well as the morphologies and associated SCW of SCSs during the warm seasons of 2011–18 (except 2014) over North China. Our main findings are as follows.

1) A total of 371 SCSs were identified for the 7-yr period over North China. The initiation of SCSs was found in most of the study area, with preferred locations near mountains and a peak month of July. The majority of the SCSs initiated during 1000–1500 BST owing to daytime radiative heating with a peak at 1200–1300 BST. SCSs mostly decayed over the plains at night. Most SCSs had a lifetime of 7–13 h. The average lifetime was 11.4 h.

2) A total of 15,966 SCW reports (including 15,355 SDHR, 172 hail, and 439 THWs) were identified as being associated with the 1429 morphologies of the 371 SCSs. Linear systems, though occurred least frequently, produced the most SCW reports. Conversely, the cellular storms composed 30.6% of the morphology sample, but only contributed to 10.7% of the SCW reports. Nonlinear systems occurred most frequently and were responsible for 41.4% of the SCW reports.

3) All morphologies except for BLs and ELs were more effective in producing hail in June than in other months. Less consistency was present among different morphologies regarding the peak months of SDHR and THW reports. Of the 10 morphologies, NLs produced the most SDHR reports, the most hail, and the most THW reports, regardless of the severity of the reports. TSs and PSs produced the next most ordinary and significant SDHR reports, respectively. The next most abundant producers of both small and large hail were CCs, and those of both ordinary and significant THW reports were TSs.

4) Linear (cellular) systems were the most efficient producers (i.e., having the greatest number of reports per morphology) of SDHR and THW (hail) reports. For SDHR, BEs and TSs were the most efficient producers of ordinary and significant SDHR, respectively. For hail, BLs and BEs were the most efficient producers of small and large hail, respectively. For THWs, BEs were most efficient in producing both ordinary and significant THWs (TSs were equally efficient in producing significant THWs). The highest percentage of SDHR-only weather was present for PSs, whereas the lowest was observed for BLs as a consequence of the highest proportions of hail- and THWs-related weather.

This work is the first to examine the SCW-producing storm morphologies over North China, focusing mainly on their occurrence frequencies and relations with three types of SCW reports. The results are helpful for local forecasters to better anticipate the storm types and associated hazardous weather. For example, cellular storms are efficient hail producers. Extra caution should be taken when individual cells are organized in a linear fashion (i.e., BL systems), as the hail- and THWs-producing efficiency of these systems is approximately 2 times as high as that when cells are loosely connected as clusters. Of the six linear morphologies, BEs, TSs, and PSs are more hazardous.

Furthermore, similarities and differences are found through comparisons with the results over central east China and the United States. For example, PSs excel at producing significant SDHR over these regions. However, the hail threat by PS systems over China and the United States are significantly different, indicating that more research is needed to explain the geographical differences. Future work could also focus on the geographical distribution of various morphologies, which helps forecasters to anticipate the local morphology types. In addition, analysis is needed concerning the environmental conditions favoring the development of these morphologies and the transition between various morphologies, for example, when and where do the transition occur, and the atmospheric as well as underlying surface conditions that facilitate the transition from one particular type to another.
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